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New Paradigm  for the 
21st C entury
Leona Evans and Carol Keefer 
A paradigm is a worldview that we hold 
which causes us to see things a certain 
way. New information causes our 
paradigm to shift, and we gain a deeper 
understanding of life. Come see how to 
remain open to new ideas in order to 
live a new, improved life.
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dreams to fruition.
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Unity Magazine was founded in 1889 
by Charles and Myrtle Fillmore

«  —A World 
r  n̂lAwakening

A Song by Richard Mekdeci

utting the Pieces 
ogether
Bernadette P. Swanson 

Staff Writer 
You are such a 
multifaceted person that 
it’s good to step back 

» from time to time and see 
}  the whole of your life.

Like a crazy quilt, you are 
composed of disparate 
aspects that all work 
together to create one 
wonderful youl

- 3  ̂ S om eth ing  
^ ^ e a u t i f u l

Jan DeVries 
It was only a short 
encounter. Yet it held 
such power. Jan’s 
meeting in the mall 
showed her that it is the 
little, everyday things 
which connect us to one 
another.

5©Learning to Fly
Sam Keen 

What was a sixty-two- 
year-old man doing up on 
a trapeze? Sam Keen 
decided to follow a 
childhood dream to fly 
through the air. He faced 
not only his physical 
limitations but his mental 
ones as well. Sam says,
“It appeals to me to rise to 
my full stature and fulfill 
the promise that sleeps 
within my being.” Come 
share his fascinating tale.

^ W T he Woman on 
^ O th e  Train

Joanne Blum, Ph.D. 
Joanne thought that being 
independent meant being 
powerful. Yet, the 
helpless woman Joanne 
saw at the station had 
resources coming to her 
from all directions. So 
where does power come 
from, anyway?
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R e a d  T h is  M o n t h ’ s
“I I n t t y  C t A « t r s ” o n

This new est addition  to 
the Charles Fillmore Reference 
Library offers a comprehensive 
overview of Charles Fillmore’s 
th inking. The 
Charles Fillmore  d em on
strates the developm ent of 
Fillm ore's thought through
out his essays and reinforces 
his p osition  as a major 
religious and spiritual inno
vator.

Within these pages, you’ll 
find m any of F illm ore’s 
m ost fundam ental and 
accessib le writings, which 
reflect both the spirit and 
con ten t of his work.
An ex ten siv e  in trod u ction  and a 
com m entary are provided by 
the Reverend Jam es G aither, ch a ir
person of m etaphysica l stud ies and 
sk ills at U nity School for R eligious  
Studies. This com m entary clarifies  
F illm ore’s essen tia l ideas and e s 
tab lish es their p h ilosop h ica l and 
historical significance.

$ 19.95, hardcover with dust jacket, 437 pp„ ISBN 0-87159-240-1, #76 
P le a s e  u s e  th e  c o n v e n ie n t  o rd e r  fo rm  o n  p a g e  79.



from the
Editor

Philip White

“Our earth,” wrote Stephen Vincent Benet, “is 
but a small star in a great universe. Yet of it we 
can make, if we choose, a planet unvexed by war, 
untroubled by hunger or fear, undivided by 
senseless distinctions of race, color or theory.” 

How does he know we can? What is his 
evidence? Is he realistic? If we could ask him, he 
might smile and simply say, “That is my vision.” 

Between the pessimist and the optimist lies 
the issue of vision. The optimist embraces 
vision—lives in the heart of it and measures it by 
what can be. The pessimist questions it, subjects 
it to endless rumination, and measures it by what 
has been. As George Bernard Shaw said, “You see 
things and you say ‘Why?’; but I dream things 
that never were and I say ‘Why not?’ ”

Vision— the persistent, prolonged, and daily 
habit of the imagination—is behind every 
transformative change. It is the living blueprint 
of our accomplishments. It dwells as much in 
the heart of the one preparing dinner for a family 
as in the heart of the artist creating a work of art, 
or in the heart of the space engineer planning a 
spacecraft. So the question is not whether we 
will have vision, but what kind of vision we will 
have.

Last year we invited you to send us your 
vision of the new millennium. Subscriber 
William C. Freeman wrote: “In my reflections I 
don’t see anything to fear. I see only a fresh new 
horizon waiting to be enjoyed. I see only times

To Men and 
Women of Will 
and Vision



when people will take the opportunity to rise above pettiness and 
create a better world.” Catherine Berra Bleem said: “We listen to 
the small whisperings that tell us what is good. We are ready for 
any day!” Peggy Purchase envisioned, “More love for one another 
will grow and grow in harmony and giving.” Phyllis R. Neri 
suggests, “Let’s get together with joy and love, renewed faith that 
peace will prevail.” Carolyn Lovett, along with many others, waxed 
poetic: “A change is on the horizon / It’s coming for all to see / Join 
me in this age of holiness / This season called Jubilee!” In this issue 
and in those of February and March, you will find the visions of 
some of the many readers who responded.

Pessimists, of course, will laugh: “Are you optimists still fooling 
yourselves in the twenty-first century?” But you are in good 
company when a positive vision forms the center of your life. From 
Nelson Mandela’s vision of freedom and justice, carried with him 
through twenty-seven years in prison, to Mother Teresa’s vision of 
love in her care for the poor, vision is the one power we hold in our 
hands to transform life.

Yet our vision’s form will likely surprise us. Jules Verne 
envisioned moon travel by way of a huge cannon. Neil Armstrong’s 
famous step came from possibilities Verne never heard of. It is the 
same with spiritual things. When the mother of two of Jesus’ 
disciples rushed to Flint and requested special places of authority 
for them in “the kingdom,” Jesus helped her see its true form: 
“Whoever wishes to be great among you must be your servant”
(Mt. 20:26). Whether it is Benet’s planet, our life’s work, or the 
kingdom, our vision (with patience) will reveal its true form.

In his vision of America, Carl Sandburg said: “I see America, 
not in the setting sun of a black night of despair ahead of us, I see 
America in the crimson light of a rising sun fresh from the burning, 
creative hand of God. I see great days ahead, great days possible to 
men and women of will and vision.” .

Are we not those men and women? ■  -—

An ordained Unity minister, Philip White also holds a master of divinity degree. His thirty-four years 

of service at Unity School include director of Unity's Continuing Education Program, dean of 

education for Unity School for Religious Studies, and editor of Unity Magazine.



the spiritual Jim Rosemergy

Journey
How is it possible that religions clash in 

armed conflicts? Jews and Moslems war against 
one another, but so do Christian sects in Ireland. 
Recently in India, a slaughter took place at a 
wedding between a Christian and Hindu couple. 
Surely, spiritual values are not facing off in these 
disputes. Spiritual values are not at the front 
where people are dying; they are behind the lines 
waiting for a moment of sanity and for someone 
to remember that God is love.

If there are to be no more holy wars, we must 
change our view of God. In some way, the 
combatants must believe in a god that sanctions 
their battles. In some instances, the war is fought 
in God’s name. Moslems call this a jihad. If the 
twenty-first century is to be a century of 
spirituality, holy wars must cease. We can pound 
our swords into ploughshares, but we must also 
cease warring in the name of religion against 
those who are different from ourselves.

Religion must cease warring against 
homosexuals and the leadership of women in 
spiritual matters. When will we begin to look at 
one another as spiritual beings instead of as flesh 
and blood or as the things we say and do? Did 
not Jesus say, “Do not judge by appearances”?

When did the theology of separation 
subjugate the message of love and acceptance? 
Jesus reached out to the so-called dregs of His 
society. He ate at the home of a tax collector. He 
protected prostitutes. He talked to Samaritans.

No More 
Holy Wars



He saved His harshest words for righteous religious leaders.
Paul had his thorn in the flesh, but he was also a thorn in the 

side of the Jews who shunned the Gentiles. The apostle Peter had a 
vision in which he was told to eat foods that were considered 
unclean for Jews. He interpreted the vision to mean that the 
spiritual message which had transformed his life was meant for all 
people and not solely for the Jews.

Friends, the twenty-first century has dawned. It is time to get 
back to basics. Religion must express the love of God and show 
through example that every human being is valued by Spirit. It is 
time to reassess the god which we have made and become 
acquainted with the God which is. If the Presence truly is love, and 
we are to worship in Spirit, what is our next step?

Do we instigate another holy war? Do we genuinely hope to 
bring others into our household of faith through condemnation, or 
do we reach out, as Jesus did, to those who have been condemned?

Holy wars must cease. Of course, armed conflict in the name of 
religion is absurd. There is no god spurring the combatants into 
action. Their actions are their own. Neither is there a god 
condemning those who are different from the majority of us. Can 
you hear it? The true God is saying to us, “If you love Me, love one 
another.”

As the third millennium dawns, let us ask ourselves what kind 
of god we will worship. Humankind used to believe in a god that 
ordered the death of men, women, and children. For most of us, 
this god never really existed. I hope that in the coming years, we 
will likewise banish the god of condemnation to the realm of 
mistaken beliefs. Now is the time for us to worship the God of love, 
and then we will know that war is not holy, and neither is 
condemnation. ■

Jim Rosemergy is an ordained Unity minister and executive vice president of Unity School of 

Christianity. Jim has written numerous articles for Unity Magazine as well as the books The Quest 

for Meaning, A Daily Guide to Spiritual Living, and A Recent Revelation.



Artwork Drena Fagen .

I stand at the edge of my limitations. I look out
*  ' ■  . . . y

as far as I can see, and I know that anything is
.

possible. Anything. To be fre§, I need only

-take a step—any step. I am scared, since it
• * ‘ , ' ".: ff V:' || ̂  ’ *
feels like I might fall. But rather than cling to 

‘ these fears, I prefer clinging to the image of a 

hang glider. Running on a large flat plateau with
&

bright yellow wings fastened on her back, the
* A

pilot of the glider runs as fast as she can. She

does not hesitate or look back or slow down.

She Teaches the edge of the-plateau and flies.
* '

So all I heed are wings of faith and the desire

to race to the edge of the mountain, then ...
- * ,

Oh my God, I can fly. * * ‘

Sr

—Karyn D. Kedar in God Whispers: Stories o f the Soul, Lessons o f  the H eart

. © 1999 by Karyn D. Kedar. Permission granted by Jewish Lights Publishing, 1-800-962-4544.
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Thanks for the opportunity to put into words this i

£c

* m       m-   - ~ mm m wh. ■ new way of
being that 1 am thoroughly enjoying. After twenty years as an
exercise leader, 1 have now shifted gears and am teaching t'ai chi. 
such a mindful form of movement. "

' ha7 ignored 50 manV P^sent moments by thinking (either
negatively or positively) about the future, either in fear or in 

anticipation ofhaPP™ss. The future, whether it be in the new
millennium or ten minutes from now, is no longer where 1 choose 
to reside, instead, l am choosing God's promise of the NOW, ;
peaceful place where 1 am aware of the abundance, in all ways of
this magnificent universe. Just as fear is the false evidence
appearing real, peace is the precious evidence awaiting clear
eyes. So with clear eyes, 1 wait no longer, here 1 am. 1 am so 
blessed!

—Anita Kurz 
Niceville, Florida

Hoc touch progress« fa -
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establish one language far cLet us
abolish the barriers and herders 
cause endless outre and bloodshed. Le, us lira  g  
c  . . .  „ to out people
rna&e endless wars ana oioouc,,^. — -  -
resolve, individually and collectively, to paf 
aver money and poioer. Most timportant,, let as rese 
Z  te let our colors clash, hat blend like the g M  
rainboio we all are. Let the new millennium he about

peace and love. Peace! Z-Ken Kohler

Modesto, California



Metre, people mill... __

- Leave religiosity behind and join the trend toward 
spirituality, an individualized approach to the divineS p i n r u u m y ,  ui> --------------------------  i i

- fiffirm the interconnectedness o f body and soul by adding 
to any medical advice a personal search for the m essage 

behind an illness.
• Recognize that science and spirituality are interdependent, 

hath emanating from God and both challenging us to knout

more o f  God.
•  Develop an interactive relationship toith the divine, enlisting 

God as a partner in ones deepest desires and deeds.

•  Realize that the definitive preposition in the human-divine 
relationship is not to, but through.

• Cmbrace loving relationships and learn strategies to
become more lovincp----_---

— Marita £. Ritsche 

River Hills, (Wisconsin

T h  travel
m r r k i i g j t r  a i j i r l t a J U m t ib ,  m i l  f in d  t k a r m  /  J

----  ---------—2 * ?  ̂ vcltcuvc-M H clU
UiroK, X m j e r s y
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2 W  why skohU  tliect alarm ns?

0 t 'S * * * &  * made by max,

^ U s H o j o w e r t o U m n s .

CJk s  world tke r t is m  tin t.
d-Lis children live iK t k t  now.

X i s  law supersedes tha t ojmen,

So  a m r e  number cokU affect ks U w ?

dbow rise abw efear o f  tkc n m ye a r , 

S in d  know th a t f p d  is w ith ks here.

—'Betty Skerre ll 

Campbell, Calijv rornia

1 love the stillness of a rosy dawn. 
To people in m y tim e zone, this 

signals the start of a new  day, but 
elsewhere the day either has already 
begu n -or is ye t hours a way. 
Humankind decreed that the day 
begin at su n rise-n o t God. Similarly, 
w e don’t  know that this is a new  
millennium to God (humankind
devised the system  of numbering 

■ 1 the years). AH 1 know is that God is
the same today as yesterday-and  
that God loves us, no m atter w hat

The millennium is an opportunity far 

v  <» lake sleek sTishatis in
ny life- Leaking haek, lean see boiothe
■ e s e s J m g tm m e r a in la lh e p e e

'uMms o f  a larger process, o n e ,h y

Teen eonlinue ,o Iruel.
oppor,uni,g ,o  choose again.,o

? determine esha, <o fe,S“ stan d  sdia,
■ Holden,o. I,oak Toward,o d isea s in g  

lohn I am mean. Is he. hois are
rneanlle he used, and hotel can seres,o
continue,he s p i r i t u a l  a lie n in g ,h a ,

Has begun. Kane

Hao>e((, Net* Jersey

I ~~_______
.aruary ■ 20C0 ___  - —  -   

S century it is. Happy New Year!
-Lynn Bulmahn
Woodway Texas

M o r e , n e x t  
m o n t h . ■
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Throughout history,
old views have given way to new insights. 

What will the next century bring?

A New Paradigm

Something miraculous is occurring on our 
planet. A major shift is taking place in the 
minds and hearts of people everywhere. A powerful 

vision is emerging that invites us to celebrate life from 
a new perspective of wholeness. This evolutionary leap 
in consciousness presents us with exciting /
opportunities to take a whole new look at our universe, 
and our own personal journey toward spiritual f 
enlightenment.

Our beliefs, both individual and collective, govern 
the way we see ourselves and the world around us.
These beliefs act as filters through which we determine 
what is right and wrong, good and bad, possible and 
impossible. Where did our beliefs come from? How 
have they become so firmly entrenched in our 
consciousness? Most importantly, are these beliefs

supporting or limiting our 
process of growth 
and maturity?

B y LEONA E V A N S  AND 
CAROL K EEFER

Unity magazine january ■ 2000



for the 21st 
Century
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When a 
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From Spirituality 

& Self-Esteem: 

Paradigm for the 

21st Century by 

Leona Evans and 

Carol Keefer. 

Copyright ©

1999 by Leona 

Evans and Carol 

Keefer. Used by 

permission of the 

Institute for Self- 

Awareness.

In the early 1600’s, when Galileo presented evidence that 
the earth revolved around the sun, the Catholic Church was 
deeply threatened. The new findings stood to contradict all 
that they believed about how God created the universe. In 
1615, the Church officially condemned Galileo’s theory as 
incompatible with biblical teachings. Galileo was ordered to 
recant his views and was put under house arrest until his 
death in 1641. It wasn’t until 1687, when Sir Isaac Newton 
published his work, The Principia, that the new paradigm was 
finally accepted.

What Is a Paradigm?

A paradigm is a set of rules and regulations that establishes 
boundaries and helps us solve problems within those 
boundaries. Paradigms are patterns or mind-sets that act as 
filters to screen data that comes into our minds. Paradigms 
are very powerful because they determine not only how we see 
things, but also what it is that we actually see.

The term paradigm was coined by the science historian 
Thomas Kuhn, who used it to describe a set of beliefs or 
assumptions that comprise the basic framework, or model of 
reality, within a particular science. Once certain beliefs are 
accepted as valid, they become mind-sets that govern the 
way scientists think and interpret experiments. To the 
scientist, the paradigm is more than a system of beliefs; it is 
reality itself—the way things are. For this reason, changes 
within the scientific community often involve a long and 
arduous process.

As a rule we don’t give ourselves permission to question 
long established beliefs. If asked why we believe a certain 
thing to be true we often say, “That’s the way it’s always 
been,” or “That’s just how it is.” Without realizing it we settle 
into rigid states of mind that can aptly be referred to as 
paradigm paralysis.

When a previously held truth can be observed from a 
brand new perspective, it is called a paradigm shift. A 
paradigm shift refers to a complete change in consciousness 
from one set of established beliefs to another. This shift 
doesn’t necessarily cause us to see different things, but rather,



it allows us to see the same things differently.
There are those who are open to exploring 

possibilities. These visionaries come from all 
walks of life, and from a variety of cultures and 
life-styles. They are the paradigm pioneers—the 
heroes—who look first within themselves, and 
then at the world, to determine their truth.

Pasteur’s Breakthrough

Until the mid-1800s, the medical profession 
had very little understanding of the nature of 
germs or how they were spread. In fact, it was 
common for doctors to perform surgery 
without sterilizing their instruments, or taking 
other basic sanitary precautions.

Then, Louis Pasteur introduced the idea that disease arises 
from tiny germs attacking the body from the outside, in much 
the same way that unwanted microorganisms invade milk and 
cause fermentation.

This concept, called the germ theory of disease, was so 
different from the current understanding of how disease 
occurred, that it was strongly refuted by scientists around the 
world. The notion that such tiny organisms could kill vastly 
larger ones seemed ridiculous to most physicians. For years, 
the scientific community was trapped in its old paradigm. As 
a result, many people suffered needlessly.

After decades of debate, research, and experimentation, 
the germ theory of disease was eventually accepted.

Time for a Change

For years, Switzerland was the world’s foremost 
manufacturer of clocks and watches. A Swiss watch was 
considered the finest timepiece money could buy.

In the late 1960’s, an inventor approached the Swiss 
manufacturers with a revolutionary new way of making 
watches. The Swiss saw the idea as a gimmick, and 
immediately dismissed the inventor. They were convinced 
that the new method was a novelty that would never replace 
the precision and mastery of the traditional Swiss movement.

For years, 
the scientific 

community 
was trapped 

in its old 
paradigm.



The inventor, however, did not give up. He continued to 
try to sell his innovative method of making watches. 
Eventually, he found a Japanese company who believed in the 
idea. The watches became an instant success.

Within the next 10 years the Swiss watch manufacturers 
lost nearly 70% of their business to the Japanese—all because 
of an idea that did not fit their paradigm— the quartz 
movement.

Paradigms and Personal Growth

What we believe about ourselves forms the basis of how we 
see the world around us. If our self-image is distorted, we are 
sure to find evidence of those distortions wherever we look.

For example, if we lack a fundamental sense of self-worth, 
we tend to actually see, in our daily experiences, a world that 
reflects our mind-set. We exaggerate our faults and discount 
our virtues. Despite our deep desire to love and be loved, we 
are suspicious of those who genuinely support us, and often 
go so far as to unwittingly sabotage our relationships. We 
automatically extract from any situation information that



A poor self-im age can also have 
devastating theological implications.

supports our low self-esteem, while ignoring or discounting 
evidence to the contrary. And we are likely to alter the 
existing data to fit our paradigm (i.e. turning a positive 
statement into a criticism as further support for our distorted 
mind-set.)

Statement: “Frank, you’ve done a first-rate job on this 
proposal. Keep up the good work!”

Internal Reaction: (“What about all the other work
I ’ve done? Maybe I just got lucky 
on this proposal? What if  I can’t 
do it again?”)

Statement: “Mary, you’re so patient and understanding.”

Internal Reaction: (“I knew it! Everyone sees me as
a doormat.”)

A poor self-image can also have devastating theological 
implications. Despite our desire to experience God as the 
Principle of Unconditional Love, our distorted mind-set will 
often cause us to feel judged by an Unpredictable 
Authoritarian. We will tend to interpret setbacks in life as a 
type of divine retribution for past transgressions (real or 
imagined). We are likely to feel unworthy and insufficient— 
unable to really accept that the Spirit of Truth (God) indwells 
and sustains us.

The real challenge occurs, of course, when we discover that 
we need to make changes—that certain areas of our lives are 
not working as well as they might. If we don’t realize the 
extent of our deeply rooted beliefs, we will tend to 
underestimate what it takes to make those changes (or attempt 
to make the wrong kind of changes). Too often, we assume we 
are making a paradigm shift, when it is actually a pendulum 
swing.



Back and Forth We Go

A pendulum swing moves from one 
opposite to the other within the same 
paradigm. It is the result of polarized 
thinking. When we attempt to solve a 
problem without treating the underlying 
mind-set, our behavior becomes reactive 
rather than creative. Without realizing 
it, we move to the opposite end of the 
problem that we are trying to solve. As a 
result, we make a number of changes in 
our lives, but they don’t really bring us 
the balance we are seeking.

A familiar example that many can 
relate to is weight loss. A person who 
wants to lose weight quickly, often goes 
on a stringent diet. At first they are 
proud of themselves and feel in control 
of their appetite. Sooner or later, 
however, the deprivation becomes 
intolerable. The person compensates by 
overeating, which leads to self
recrimination and, eventually, another 
stringent diet. They ride the pendulum 
back and forth from starvation to 
overindulgence without seeming to find 
a middle ground. This is because the 
change they are making is occurring at 

the level of behavior, not the level of cause.
Another common phenomenon is the meek, non-assertive 

personality who takes a course of assertiveness training, and 
suddenly begins behaving aggressively. At first the 
unrestrained verbalization of their feelings releases inner 
tension and causes them to feel liberated. However, their 
aggression begins to create serious problems in their 
relationships and on the job. As a result, they react with fear 
and shame by again becoming passive. Once again, the 
behavior changes dramatically, but the mind-set remains 
the same.

We generate a 

great deal 

of movement, 

but never actually 

leave the cage.



Riding the Spiritual Pendulum

Our efforts to experience a greater oneness with our 
Higher Power will also result in pendulum swings if we have 
not effectively transformed our old God concepts. When life 
is going our way, it seems quite natural to feel the love and 
approval of the Spirit of Truth within us. However, during 
times of challenge and personal pain, God may seem to us a 
distant and intractable superbeing who is disappointed in our 
behavior. Back and forth we go, between self-approval and 
self-condemnation—wishing we could feel the presence of 
God in our lives on a continual basis—unaware that our old 
paradigm prevents us from seeing the bigger picture.

These examples have one thing in common; their 
movement is not creative, it is reactive. Like the hamster 
running in circles on its exercise wheel, we generate a great 
deal of movement, but never actually leave the cage.

A paradigm shift, on the other hand, is analogous to a 
beautiful ride in a hot air balloon. The balloon takes us 
straight up in the air, so that when we look around us we can 
actually see our world from a more expanded perspective. We 
become able to lift ourselves from the realm of either-or to a 
more inclusive position of both-and. From this vantage point, 
a whole new set of choices opens up to us.

Stages of a Paradigm Shift

In recent years, philosophers have identified general 
patterns that characterize significant paradigm shifts within 
the scientific community. These patterns can provide valuable 
insights as we embark upon our own personal journey in 
consciousness. The process of moving from one paradigm to 
another seems to occur in the following ways:

1. Unusual findings are encountered that cannot be 
explained in terms of our present model of reality. The 
findings are either rejected or reshaped to fit the current 
paradigm.

2. An increasing number of similar findings occur until 
they can no longer be ignored or manipulated.

3. A few open-minded people begin to suspect that the 
paradigm, not the findings, might be at fault. They
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begin to study the nature of the findings, and as a result, 
a new paradigm emerges. Suddenly, something that 
everyone has always believed to be true, turns out to be 
false!

4. The new paradigm is bitterly attacked by those who are 
attached to the old ways. Eventually, the attackers 
succumb to the overwhelming evidence and the new 
paradigm is finally accepted.

Note: The ideas supporting a new paradigm cannot be 
explained in the language of the old paradigm. A completely 
new level of communication must take place.

As we work with integrating the concepts of spirituality 
and self-esteem, we will find it necessary to let go of many 
beliefs that we once treasured. We are likely to experience 
resistance to the new and unfamiliar ideas. As the old 
dualistic mind-set struggles to stay alive, it will attempt to 
block us from accepting the new understanding of wholeness. 
If we are prepared for this resistance, we will not be frightened 
or deterred. We will be in a position to recognize and accept 
this dynamic as a normal part of our process.

Becoming a Paradigm Pioneer

Learning to fully accept our sacred self requires vision, 
patience, and a focused commitment. This process involves:

♦ Opening our minds to new ways of seeing ourselves 
and our relationship with our Higher Power.

♦ Becoming active in the disciplines of daily study, 
self-observation, meditation and journaling.

♦ Examining old behavior patterns carefully; learning to 
distinguish between actual transformation and simply 
adopting new ways of remaining in the old mind-set.

♦ Identifying internal resistance as a normal part of the 
shifting process—not as a “sign” to give up.

♦ Remembering our purpose—to unite the fragmented 
aspects of our being; expand our God concept; and see 
our world and ourselves in a whole new way.

As we move along our path, we will find ourselves doing 
some new and different things, as well as doing some of the 
same things in new and different ways. Our continued
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commitment to wholeness will result in a new kind of 
integration—one that will bring forth in us an increased 
reverence for life, and a new purpose in living. ■
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No more fighting—hearts uniting, 
All one people, all one dream. 

Hate is dying; love is rising 
On a world awakening.

Children of one God, one planet, 
Let the earth and heaven sing. 
Join the angels’ joyous strains 

All for a world awakening.

Oh—for a world awakening.

One day all the world is watching. 
Time weaves us a common theme. 
Peace, our anthem; all are welcome 

To a world awakening.

Oh—to a world awakening.

New ideas and new beginnings— 
That’s what each tomorrow brings. 

Freely giving, we are living 
In a world awakening.

Oh—in a world awakening 
Hate is dying; love is rising 

On a world awakening.



If your life ever 
feels like & crazy 

quilt of fragmented 

pieces, here’s a 

practical, joyous 

plan for S r



ed next to purple, a button sewn onto a triangle 
of plaid, pink embroidery across blue velvet— 

crazy quilts are perfect examples of integration. They 
contain wildly disparate colors, textures, and patterns, 
and yet everything comes together as a unified whole. 
They are fascinating to look at precisely because of their 
intricacy and details. This is also true of our lives.

We are multifaceted beings, living on many levels of 
existence at once. I am Helen’s child, Pat’s sibling, Larry’s 
spouse, and Katie’s parent all at the same time. We are 
shoppers, bankers, chefs, chauffeurs, doctors, janitors, 
volunteers, interior decorators, readers, and patrons of 
the arts. There are some roles we live out every day, while 
others are occasional activities. Yet, all are aspects of our 
lives.

A recent incident pointed out the difficulties we 
encounter when we try to integrate the varied aspects of 
our lives. I started to write in my journal, but I wasn’t 
sure that I wanted to record those particular thoughts 
with the others in the journal. I considered keeping one 
journal for spiritual thoughts, one for family issues, one 
for poetic and artistic endeavors, one for dreams, and so 
on. But then it occurred to me that by using separate 
journals, I would be seeing my life in fragments instead of 
seeing all parts as a whole. How can we see the 
progression of our lives if our lives are recorded in pieces 
or segmented into categories?

We would miss the effect that an event in one area of 
our lives has upon another area. The calm that enfolds us 
during our prayer time spills over into harmonious 
relationships with family and coworkers. Our smooth 
relationships with coworkers translate into more pleasing 
work, which leaves us less stressed when we return home 
or run errands. The effect of each thing we do ripples 
into the rest of our lives. This effect is not 
limited to big things, but even something as 
intangible as a thought ripples out in subtle 
ways that we often miss. Just notice which

By BERNADETTE P. 
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people you say hi to often and which ones you avoid. 
Your unconscious thoughts of “I like this person” 
or “This person can be difficult” affect your 
interactions and determine your social contacts 

throughout the day.

Putting Together Your Vision of Yourself

The King James Version of Proverbs 29:18 says, “Where 
there is no vision, the people perish.” The New Revised 
Standard Version states, “Where there is no prophecy, the 
people cast off restraint.” In order to have a vision of 
ourselves, to see the quilt we want to become, we need to 
know what our goals and values are. Are you an impatient 
person striving to be patient? Are you planning to get out of 
debt? Do you want to travel to Australia? Are you trying to 
forgive someone? Are you looking to improve your health?

Your vision of your life guides or “restrains” your choices. 
Vision serves to focus your time and energy into activities that 
support what you desire. Keeping a clear picture in your mind 
of what you want helps. I’ve started cutting out pictures from 
magazines that illustrate what I want my life to include. I’m 
going to paste them onto a poster board and place it where I 
can see it every day. So far, there is a picture of an older 
couple on a hike in the mountains to symbolize Larry and me 
in the future, there are scenes of people sharing good times 
with friends, and there are pictures of gardens, because we are 
avid flower gardeners. I am also going to add a picture of 
ferns, because I want to be able to grow them, but my yard 
currently does not have the shade to do so. I’ll look for a 
picture of people on bicycles, because we want to bike part of 
the Katy Trail here in Missouri. I might attach a rosary to the 
poster or a prayer card to symbolize my commitment to God.
I see this poster as an ongoing, visual work representing who I 
am and what I want, while my journal is a literal 
representation. What would be on your poster?

Revel in Diversity

As we consider the images that may end up on our posters, 
we see that there are many aspects to our lives. We enjoy
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ATTITUDES CLOSELY, WE CAN SEE THE 

PATTERNS THAT HOLD TOGETHER OUR LIVES.

friendship yet appreciate moments of solitude. We have 
serious moments balanced by times of blowing bubbles. We 
work hard on a home project and then relax with a book. We 
visit a city and drink in its hustle and bustle as well as listen to 
the crickets on a country night. Some days are vanilla-ice
cream days, while on other days, we crave double-chocolate 
fudge.

What stands out as we consider these images is the idea 
that it doesn’t matter what sex we are, what religion we 
subscribe to, how much money we make, or where we live. 
There are universal desires for love, friendship, acceptance, 
and security that transcend boundaries. What also stands out 
is the diversity of ways that these desires can be expressed.
Like the pieces of a crazy quilt, our desires are expressed in 
myriad ways.

Just as no two parts of our quilt are alike, no two quilts will 
ever be exactly the same. Just think about how everyone 
decorates his or her bedroom. No two bedrooms are exactly 
alike, yet we all have a room where we lay our heads down at 
night to rejuvenate.

A Stitch in Time

In order to hold together the pieces of our quilt, our 
actions must match our goals and values. Integrity is the 
stitching that connects one section to another, no matter how 
disparate the neighboring sections may appear to be. When 
you claim to want to honor your body and to live a healthy 
lifestyle, then exercising, eating a lower-fat diet, and not 
smoking become parts of your quilt. If not, then your quilt 
has holes and the strength of the entire piece is compromised.

The backing of our quilt is like our subconscious thoughts 
and beliefs. They underlie our lives and support us, yet they



are not always visible on the surface. The pattern of 
stitching that ties the top to the back is sometimes lost 
when looking at the top of a busy quilt. But when we 
turn the quilt over, the beauty and intricacy of the 

stitching become apparent. When we examine our 
beliefs and attitudes closely, we can see the patterns that hold 

together our lives. Errors that may go unnoticed on top are 
more easily spotted when the busyness of the surface is 
bypassed for a close look at the foundation. When our lives 
don’t seem to be working, when our quilt just won’t lie flat, a 
check on our beliefs and attitudes can show us where the 
problem lies.

The Presence of God Watches Over Me

Many people are making noise about 
the millennium and predicting massive 
changes in the world. Some sound like 
Chicken Little crying: “The sky is falling! 
is falling!” If the approach of the new 
millennium is the impetus you need to 
make changes in your life that you have 
wanted to make for a while, then go 
for it! Repair your quilt. However, if 
you are thinking about making 
changes just for the sake of change or 
out of a sense of fear, hold on. Let’s not 
turn our beautiful crazy quilt of life into 
“crazy making.” Look at your beliefs and 
attitudes. Do you believe that God is everywhere 
present at all times? Then why worry about tomorrow?

I plan to prepare for New Year’s Day 2000 as if we might 
have a winter storm. I’ll stock up on canned food and dried 
fruit. We have a fireplace and firewood. I don’t expect 
anything big to happen, but I trust that whatever happens, 
God will be with me. God is like the threads of the fabric that 
weave through every inch of my quilt.

Take the time to celebrate the wonder and magnificence 
that permeate your life. See the golden threads that appear 
here and there throughout your quilt. They are put there by



G od is like the threads of the 
fabric that weave through 

every inch of my quilt.

faith, trust, and grace. As you piece together the segments of 
your life, don’t forget to take the time to let your quilt enfold 
you as you sit and snuggle up with God. Happy 
New Year! ■

Bernadette P. Swanson is a staff writer for Unity Magazine. She is a graduate of Unity's 

Continuing Education Program. She resides in Lee's Summit, Missouri, with her 

husband and two children.
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Sometimes we get 
^close-lb view of

W hile rt^aing about the work of the 
Frenclffimpressionist artist Georges 

Seurat, I learned that his famous painting 
A Sunday on La Grande Jatte is actually a 
composition of carefully separated dots of 
paint. Up close, the work appears as bits of 
color. Viewed from a distance, the dots have 
an optical effect and, as if by magic, blend to 
show a summer scene of Parisian families 
enjoying an afternoon by the River Seine.



Seurat’s masterful technique 
mirrors life itself. Our lives seem to 
be isolated and separate because we 
usually don’t see how our personal 
actions and reactions affect life in 
general. Ordinarily, we aren’t aware 
of how the individual dots of our 
lives come together and become part 
of a bigger picture.

But sometimes we get a close-up 
view of how our life has affected 
someone else’s. It’s pretty awesome 
when we see this interconnectedness 

firsthand. At least it was for me. That day, I remember, began 
early. To get a jump on the day, I had arrived before starting 
time at the newspaper for which I then worked.

Before I had even reached my desk, the editor handed me 
an assignment and told me to leave immediately for the 
interview. It was to be a page-one story. Lots of pictures 
were mandatory.

So I grabbed a notebook and camera, and took off. I was 
about halfway there when I realized that I had forgotten my 
film. My body tightened in panic until I remembered a 24- 
hour drug store that I would be passing. I could purchase 
film there, if I hurried, and could yet make the appointment 
on time.

Quickly, I drove across the parking lot and parked the car. 
Slamming the car’s door, I dashed to the mall entrance and 
rushed in. As I did, an early morning “mall walker,” one of 
the many people who walk the mall courtyard for exercise, 
was about to turn to make his return loop.

Short, and wearing stiff denim jeans belted high across a 
plaid shirt, he looked almost as if he had stepped from a 
storybook. His snowy hair matched his pristine white athletic 
shoes. Our eyes met.

“Good morning,” I said as I rushed past. “Great day, isn’t 
it?” I flipped the words in his direction, but my mind was on 
the important task of getting the film and reaching my 
destination on time.

Life starts blending 

together with increasing 

meaning and will reveal 

something beautiful.



I thought I heard a voice call to me, but I was on my 
mission and ignored it. When I heard it again, I stopped and 
turned. The man was walking as quickly as his arthritis would 
allow.

“I just wanted to thank you,” he said when he got close (I 
know I looked puzzled), “for speaking to me,” he clarified.

He could tell I was still confused. “You see,” he began 
again, “my wife died just a few weeks ago. I’m alone, and 
since we just recently moved to Texas, I don’t really know 
anyone. You’re the first person who has spoken to me since 
she died—well, other than those taking care of the 
arrangements.”

He swallowed a bit of grief. Then his lips curved into a 
slight smile, his eyes creasing in a friendly manner: “You 
made my day. I just wanted to say thank you.”

We talked briefly. I said that I was sorry to hear about his 
wife, and he shared that he would be moving soon, back to 
more familiar surroundings. We parted. He continued his 
walk, and I went on to my interview. But in that short 
conversation we both changed somehow. He became 
somewhat happier. I was uplifted because of his honest heart.

Day-to-day things, personal challenges, chance meetings 
with fellow life travelers—they seem so separate, with no 
integrated meaning, much like the dots of Seurat’s 
masterpiece when viewed close.

But as we gradually awaken to new levels of spiritual 
consciousness, we get a new perspective on life. We begin to 
see how each person and each experience on a physical level 
can seem quite independent and personal and, yet, somehow 
they all fit together for a definite spiritual reason. Like the 
dots of A Sunday on La Grande Jatte, life starts blending 
together with increasing meaning and will reveal something 
beautiful.

We see and experience the truth about our spiritual 
connectedness: that each of us is of the One, that each of us 
is one with the One. ■
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We live in an age that urgently requires, not 
more information and technology, but deeper 
wisdom; not greater competitiveness, but greater 
compassion. We need to seriously reflect on the 
nature of virtue and intangible values like justice, 
freedom, beauty, and happiness. We need to 
explore the relationship of attitudes and emotions 
to physical health and the possibilities of mental 
autonomy over our own bodies. We need to find 
new ways to see each other, ways that emphasize the 
spiritual and human rather than usefulness for 

personal gratification. We need more soul communication and less 
electronic communication. We need reconciliation of religions, 
philosophies, and science— rejoicing in both their unity of thought 
and diversity of expression. We need ways to find more profound 
intuitions and a greater global unity of spirit, mind, and heart. That is 
what Charles Fillmore’s teachings offer us....

“Indispensable Assurance” (from Jesus Christ Heals) discusses the 
nature of faith. This chapter is rich in metaphors, insights, 
inspirational words, and practical ideas. Fillmore discusses how faith 
connects us to invisible realities and draws forth possibilities into 
substantial experiences and things.... Fillmore makes reference to a 
well-known “placebo effect” in medicine as an example of the power 
of faith. He uses the metaphor of growing plants to explain how 
thoughts “planted” in the subconscious mind “bring forth their fruit 
in due season.” He discusses the relationship between faith and 
genius, faith and understanding, faith and thinking, faith and desire, 
faith and vitality, and faith and imagination. He also reveals his sense 
of humor in stories about a woman on board a ship during a storm 
and a lawyer who eats an eraser.

From the new 
Unity book 
The Essential 
Charles 
Fillmore: 
Collected 
Writings of a 
Missouri Mystic
With Commentary 

by James Gaither
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Charles Fillmore

I remember a story told me by a lawyer: A 
certain attorney was subject to periodical 
headaches. He had some capsules prescribed by 
his physician that would cure these headaches 
almost instantly. For emergencies he carried 
one of the capsules in his vest pocket, and 
immediately upon swallowing it the pain would 
disappear. Once when pleading a case he was 
seized with a headache. He reached into his 
pocket, secured the little antidote and swallowed 
it, and immediately the headache left him. He 
went on with his argument, and after he sat 
down he wished to make some corrections in his 
notes, and felt in his pocket for a little rubber 
pencil tip that he carried for that purpose. 
Instead of the rubber tip he brought out a 
capsule, thus discovering that he had swallowed 
his pencil tip instead of the capsule.

This was an exhibition of faith asserting itself 
unawares. Suppose we should concentrate such 
faith on the invisible, the real things, the things 
of Spirit, how wonderful would be our 
demonstrations! How effective we should 
become in using the mighty working power of 
Spirit!

Jesus told His followers (and we are all His 
followers) to go forth and do His works— raise 
the dead and the like—and that we should do 
even greater works than He did. How? By 
exercising spiritual faith, by increasing our

Indispensable
Assurance
(1939)
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power through exalted ideas. We must raise our faith to the very 
highest in us and rest in the “assurance” or substance of its reality.

Jesus had faith in God, and this gave Him faith in all men. 
Spiritual understanding reveals the universality of all things. When 
they brought to Him the lame man on the couch, letting him down 
through the ceiling, “Jesus seeing their faith,” healed him, not 
because of the faith of the man himself but because of the faith of 
those who brought him. The faith of his neighbors in the power of 
Spirit did the work for the sick man.

We believe that doctors are doing the very best they know; but if 
they would only approach a little closer 
to the spiritual, what a wonderful work 
they might do! They are giving less and 
less medicine every year. They 
recognize more and more that there is 
something back of medicine that they 
call the healing power of nature.

Nearly every doctor of large 
experience will tell you that he can get 
the same result with a little sweetened 
water that he can with drugs if he has 
the confidence of the patient. If the 
patient can be made to believe that the 

drug is going to work in a certain way, he will carry out this belief 
to the letter. Thus the word, the imagination, and faith work 
together.

Jesus had this high spiritual realization, and He healed through 
the word. He is the Great Physician. He is the one whom we are to 
follow, whom we are seeking to emulate; and we do it through 
laying hold of Spirit. I would say to you that if you want to do the 
works of God, you must follow Christ. If you want to elevate 
yourself out of the physical, you must have faith in God and must 
cultivate that faith through affirmation of your spiritual power and 
faith. The Lord’s Prayer is continual affirmation from beginning to 
end....
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It is a metaphysical law that 
there are three steps in every 
demonstration; the recognition of 
Truth as it is in principle; holding 
the idea; and acknowledging 
fulfillment. Pray believing that 
you have received, and you shall 
receive....

Thoughts are seeds that, 
when dropped or planted in the 
subconscious mind, germinate, 
grow, and bring forth their 
fruit in due season. The more 
clearly we understand this 
Truth the greater will be our 
ability to plant the seeds that 
bring forth desirable fruits. After sowing the plants 
must be tended. After using the law we must hold to its fulfillment. 
This is our part, but God gives the increase. You must work in 
divine order and not expect the harvest before the soil has been 
prepared or the seed sown. You have now the fruits of previous 
sowings. Change your thought seeds and reap what you desire. 
Some bring forth very quickly, others more slowly, but all in divine
order....

We are the temples of God, of good, and through us is this light 
to shine, which is so bright as to dim the rays of those shining orbs 
of the night and the day. Herein is God glorified that we love one 
another. Herein does the true light shine that we let love and peace 
and kindness shine forth forever and always. We are to be the very 
light itself and we can only be the light by becoming so pure that it 
cannot help but shine through us. ■

Charles Fillmore is cofounder of Unity School of Christianity.
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( /  married into an ambitious farm family when I 
T  was very young. I was a somewhat dreamy young 

woman who had excelled at school and loved to read, draw, 
and (most of all) write. But none of these skills had value on a 
busy farm. No one works harder than farm wives. The 
virtues now expected of me were a huge garden, a mowed 
lawn, one hundred quarts of tomatoes canned in gleaming 
jars, the renovation of an old house that had been in neglect 
for years, and soon the care of our four children. There was 
no time left to write. When I did steal a few hours behind the 
old Remington typewriter my parents had bought for me as a 
graduation present, I felt guilty.

My neighbor chided me, “Barbara, what are you doing in 
the house on a beautiful day like today, when there are weeds 
in your garden?”



The Culture of Self-Sacrifice

My mother had been a very loving and sacrificial woman. 
She wore her winter coats for ten years so there would be 
more money for her children’s clothes. If company came 
unexpectedly for dinner, she gave them her dessert. She was 
never a martyr about this. But this was the legacy she gave 
me: that women were meant to come last, and that truly 
loving people put others before themselves.

There was plenty of biblical text to support this: for 
example, Jesus’ “washing his disciples’ feet,” telling them, 
“Whoever wants to be first must be last of all” (Mk. 9:35) and 
“If anyone wants to sue you and take your coat, give your 
cloak as well” (Mt. 5:40).

I wanted to be unselfish like my mother, but my own 
dreams and desires persisted and warred within me. I didn’t 
want to be my mother-in-law or my neighbor down the road, 
as much as I admired them; I wanted to be me. I wanted to 
write. Actually, my mother encouraged my writing. She gave 
me a subscription to a writers’ magazine for my birthday and 
lauded my early efforts. But the example of loving self- 
sacrifice she had set was stronger than her supportive words. I 
still felt guilty when I took time for my writing and knew that 
because of it there were dust balls under the bed, and those 
undeniable weeds in the garden. How could I put myself first 
when I knew there were others who needed my services?

Still... I did go on writing, in guilty spurts. I joined The 
Wisconsin Rural Writers’ Association (now renamed The 
Wisconsin Regional Writers’ Association), and I attended 
writing seminars and classes when I could.

Tolstoy’s Dilemma

One evening at such a seminar, a group of writers was 
gathered about the dinner table and this tale was told:

The great Russian writer Leo Tolstoy had finished his epic 
novel War and Peace and was taking it to his publisher in St. 
Petersburg. A great storm swept over the steppes, and the 
carriage could not get through the drifts. The author was 
obliged to leave his horses behind and forge back through the
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storm toward his home, on foot. He kept the precious 
manuscript with him, wrapped beneath his cloak to protect it.

He was nearly home when he came upon a man in a worse 
situation than his. The poor fellow had traveled to the point 
of exhaustion and lay now in the snow, near death. When 
Tolstoy tried to minister to him, his manuscript was exposed, 
and the poor man, seeing that great sheaf of papers, begged 
the author to start a fire and save him from freezing to death. 
The thousand-page manuscript was handwritten by his wife, 
and was his only copy. What was Tolstoy to do? Should he 
sacrifice his work of years to save this unfortunate fellow?

The story ended there, with the question being put to us, 
What was the moral thing for Tolstoy to do?

The opinions were varied and lively. Someone quoted 
William Faulkner as saying a writer should rob his own 
grandmother if that was what it required to be able to write. 
Another put forth the argument that since War and Peace 
blessed millions of people, could it really be right to save one 
man at the expense of what the great work brought to many? 
These were, after all, writers trying to defend the importance 
of a writer’s work. But eventually a silence and solemnity 
settled over the table. The right to life itself seemed an unfair 
weight to put in the balance. Each of us became lost in 
thought about what we might do in such a situation.

The discussion left me more troubled than ever. It seemed 
that art often required a terrible selfishness. The great 
American painter Georgia O’Keeffe had decided to go to New 
Mexico to paint because she had become enthralled with the 
landscape and ambience there. Her husband, the famous 
photographer Alfred Stieglitz, suffered a heart attack. He 
begged her not to leave him, but she went anyway. Much of 
her fame came to rest upon the vivid blue skies and the white



skulls of cattle left on the desert that she painted there. The 
French painter Paul Gauguin deserted his wife and children to 
flee to the South Seas and paint. The gorgeous works he 
painted have thrilled generations.

A Biblical Revelation
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My head whirled in confusion trying to sort the morality 
of the inner needs of our soul and what we owed to others. I 
brought the dilemma to God in prayer. As often happens with 
answered prayer, it was not as if a great voice echoed in my 
head with an explanation that made me jump up and shout, 
“Wow! Thank you!” I have no idea how long the passage of 
time was, but one day I was reading my Bible and I came 
across the story of the withering of the fig tree (Mt. 21:19) and 
tears started dripping down my cheeks. This story, which I 
had never understood and had hated because it portrayed 
Jesus as so harsh, suddenly opened up for me.

I was a fig tree. We are all fig trees. And Jesus was showing 
His disciples in a mighty demonstration that would forever be 
remembered that it is not only our right but our duty to bring 

th the fruit which is in us to fulfillment. If we do not, we 
^night as well be withered, because we are not serving the 
purpose for which we were created.

Other Bible stories followed this revelation in swift 
ollaboration. The first was the parable of the lord who left 

irvants each money to care for while he went into a far 
ry. Upon the lord’s return, the first servant reported 

le had increased the money tenfold, the second fivefold, 
the third servant had no increase at all, excusing himself 

on the ground that he knew his master to be a hard man and 
that he had not risked the money, in order to keep it safe. The 
lord praised the first two servants, telling them that because 
they had been faithful over little things, he would give them 
authority over great things. He condemned the third man and 
took from him even that money which he had been given 
(Lk. 19:12-26).

Then there was the story of Mary and Martha, which had 
also been an uneasy one for me. I was, by nature, Mary; but I 
was, by role of wife and mother, well aware of the position of



Martha. How unfair it was that Martha 
should be left with all the work while 
Mary had the joy of communion with 
Jesus, and then that Martha received the 
added rebuke that she was called wrong 
and Mary called right! What if Martha 
had not bustled? Would Jesus and the 
others have supped that night, and slept 
in smooth beds? I ached for the Marthas 
of the world.

Now I reread that story and heard 
Jesus’ words in a new way: “Martha, 
Martha, you are worried and distracted 
by many things” (Lk. 10:41). Jesus’ tone 

now sounded to me understanding and compassionate, 
instead of judgmental. His words “Mary has chosen the better 
part” (Lk. 10:42) seemed now not so much of a siding with 
Mary as an invitation to Martha that she, too, had the right to 
feed her soul first and that somehow the outer needs would be 
taken care of in their time.

There was also the biblical admonition “No one after 
lighting a lamp puts it under the bushel basket, but on the 
lampstand, and it gives light to all in the house” (Mt. 5:15).

I still find it a struggle to find time to write. Most writers 
will agree that the demands of the outer world make writing a 
continual discipline. But thanks to the unfoldment of the 
“withered fig tree” story, I no longer feel guilty about the time 
I spend writing. Paul speaks of the gifts we are given as 
diverse. This happens to be the fruit I am meant to bring 
forth. Each of us must be about his or her Father’s business, 
using the inherent gift God has given.

As to the cruelty of Jesus’ withering the tree, Thomas 
Shepherd, in answering a reader’s letter on the subject in a 
past issue of this magazine, speculated that the story might be 
a parable more than an actual account of what Jesus did. This 
was given credence for me while looking up the story of the fig 
tree to verify it for this article. I came across a heading in my 
Bible labeled “The Parable of the Fig Tree: Luke 13.” But it 
was not the familiar story of the withering. Rather, it begins

“We think we 
have to choose 
between x and y. 
What can we do? 
X  or y?”



with this verse, “Then he told this parable: A man had a fig 
tree planted in his vineyard; and he came looking for fruit on 
it and found none’ ” (Lk. 13:6).

The man decides to cut the tree down, but the dresser of 
the vineyard speaks for the tree and asks the leniency of one 
year of tending to give the tree another chance. The owner 
agrees, and the tale ends with this account, “If it bears fruit 
next year, well and good; but if not, you can cut it down”
(Lk. 13:9).

Maybe over the years the more dramatic story of Jesus 
Himself destroying the tree came out of His parable. The 
meaning remains the same. We are to bring forth fruit.

The Power of the Third Alternative

As to the moral choice of Tolstoy between his masterpiece 
and the life of another human being, I have found my own 
particular peace with that too. I remember hearing about a 
fine teacher who once told her class: “We think we have to 
choose between x and y .  What can we do? Xor y? Tor x? No 
one ever tells us that if we can climb out of our little boxed-in 
thought, we may well be able to have b o th  x and y.”

This is the way I finished the tale of Tolstoy for myself. 
Being a religious man, Tolstoy in his anguish turned to God, 
and this answer came to him: He was a sturdy man who had 
often worked in the field with his peasants, and being not that 
far from home now, Tolstoy took off his own warm fur coat, 
wrapped the man in it, and dragged him safely the remaining 
way to his door. There he fed the stranger hot soup and threw 
a mighty log onto the grate. Both man and masterpiece 
survived.

I feel sure that when we turn to God, a way is always made 
to have both x and y, to bring forth our fruit and still fulfill 
our responsibility to others. ■

Barbara Fitz Vroman is a writing instructor, longtime Unity student, and the author of 

three books. She received an award from the National Newspaper Institute and has 

twice received the Milwaukee Journal's Leslie Cross Award for best fiction by a 

Wisconsin writer.
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T he story is told 
that a young 
fifteenth century scholar 

named Ignatius was playing 
a game of ball one afternoon 
with some of his fellow 
students when they got to 
discussing what they would 
do if they suddenly found 
out the world was going to 
end the next day.

By JA M ES DILLET
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Half of Ignatius’ friends declared that they would rush to 
find a wine cask and the comforting arms of a lover. The 
other half declared that they would rush to a church and cast 
themselves on their knees in prayer.

But Ignatius simply said, “I would keep on playing my 
game.”

I have always thought Ignatius had exactly the right 
attitude toward time.

Half of Ignatius’ friends thought that all they had was 
today and they had better grab everything it had to give before 
it was lost to them forever. The other half thought that all that 
counts is forever and they had better spend today preparing 
for it.

But Ignatius knew that life is not just for today or just for 
forever, but for both; and you cannot really make the most of 

either one without considering it in the context 
of the other.

If you live as if all you have is today, you will 
flit from moment to moment across the surface 
of things.

If you live as if all that counts is forever, you 
will forever postpone living.

To live fully, you have to live today as if you 
had all forever, and live forever as if all you had 
was today.

Time comes to us a moment at a time.
We either use it or lose it.
To have the full-time use of time, this then 

is how we have to live:
We have to live today as if we had all forever, 

and live forever as i f  all we had was today.
It is not enough to live for forever.

It is not enough to live for today.
We have to live for both—and both at the same time.
The world itself is arranged to show us this. There is day 

but there is also night. There is waking but there is also sleep. 
When we do not give part of our day to sleep, what a dreary 
day it becomes. But what a weary day it would be if we gave it 
all to sleep.

We
either
use
it or
lose
it.



Dreams and sleeping must give way to waking, and waking 
to dreams and sleeping. If today would be lived as part of 
forever, forever can only be lived in terms of today.

Eternity is like the moon that keeps only one face toward 
us always, and the face that eternity keeps toward us is today’s.

The amazing thing is that we all come into life with the 
right attitude toward time. Watch a child. He lives wholly in 
the moment—not as if this were all the time he had, but as if 
he had all the time in the world. He does not grasp the 
moment as it flies past, fearful lest it elude him; he takes it on 
the wing and flies with it.

Is he examining a colored pebble he has picked up in the 
street? Galileo gazing for the first time at the moons of Jupiter 
through his newly invented telescope was no more absorbed.

To a child, now is an eternity, and eternity is nothing but 
now.

A child has forever to do the least thing in, but a moment 
longer than a moment is too long to wait.

Time is the stuff we make a life out of. Time is not life, but 
we make life out of it. How we handle it, the attitude we take 
toward it, determines to a great extent what we make out of 
our life.

Too often when we become concerned about time and 
begin to think of getting the most out of it, it is because we 
feel that it is slipping away and we had better grab it quickly. 
But this is to live by only half our equation—to live as if all we 
had was today—and therefore to live half a life.

The moment never puts down very deep roots. The 
moment is on the move. And when we live for the moment, 
we live on the move; we are always in a hurry. We live as if we 
were renters only—and this may be, but we need the property 
owner’s viewpoint. For it is not often when we rent that we 
take much care of the property or make many improvements. 
We do not plant many trees. When we live fully, we plant 
trees, even when we know we may never sit beneath their 
shade.

Most of us have to learn to live today, for most of us put 
off our good. Putting off happiness is the world’s most 
wasteful habit. And it is a habit. The more we do it, the more



it grows. We start putting off the things we do not want to 
have, but we end putting off even the things we want to have.

Some people live in a constant tomorrow. Even their 
pleasures, they postpone. If they have a task, some later time 
is always soon enough to start to think about it.

Perhaps we are all like this: Some day we w ill. . .  read that 
book, see that show, call that friend, take that walk in the 
woods, go to that restaurant, make that trip . . .  some day!

Like Saint Augustine when he felt God tugging at his soul 
to make something more out of his life, we cry out, “Presently, 
Lord—presently.”

Once we have formed the habit of 
looking for our happiness in the 
future that is where we are always 
looking for it. It has been said that 
most people merely endure the 
present, waiting for the future—but 
that’s a long, long wait.

The wife of a friend of mine 
became ill. A doctor told them she 
had no chance to recover.

She took the blow in stride and 
went on living as positively and 
energetically and happily as she was 
able; she kept working at what she 
had to work at. She kept on enjoying 
what there was to enjoy. When 
unpleasant moments came, she met 

them as well as she could and then went back to her work or 
play or rest or whatever was there.

But for my friend, the fear of what was going to happen 
kept him from putting himself into what was happening, and 
life became a weary round of waiting for the end.

One morning his wife took him in her arms and said to 
him, “We are alive today.

“Tomorrow anything may happen—to anyone. A rich 
uncle may leave us a million dollars. The earth may collide 
with a comet. What tomorrow may bring, neither of us 
knows.

“We 

are 

alive 

today. ”



“But we do know that we are alive today. Today is all 
anyone has—a newborn baby, an old, old man—no more, 
no less.

“This doesn’t mean we should live as if this were our last 
day. This is what you have been doing. First day, last day— 
this does not matter. We are alive today. Today is the time we 
have. If you can think of a better way to live it, let’s do it. Not 
because it’s about to end, but because it’s the time we have and 
we should live it as fully as we can.

“Here we are today, having one another, loving one 
another, just as much as we ever have, more perhaps. And just 
as much alive as we ever have been, in many ways more.

“We are alive today.”
Suddenly he saw that to put off living today because of 

what tomorrow may bring is to put off living forever, and this 
is true whether we put it off out of dread or out of 
anticipation.

Jesus said, “Do not be anxious about tomorrow, for 
tomorrow will be anxious for itself. Let the day’s own trouble 
be sufficient for the day.”

It is just as much a waste of time to wait for our ships to 
come in as it is to look for them to founder. Either habit of 
thought keeps us from living the life that is ours now. ■

Reprinted from Daily Word January 1969.

James Dillet Freeman has been part of the Unity movement for over sixty years. He 

is currently Unity School of Christianity’s poet laureate. Jim is the author of fourteen 

books including the most recent, Love Is Strong as Death.
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Top Ten 
Predictions 
for the Third 
Millennium

Musings

Last month I promised to give my top-ten 
predictions for the new millennium. I hope you 
enjoy reading them as much as I enjoyed making 
them.

10. Presidential Diversity: After the election 
of women, African Americans, Asian Americans, 
and people of other ethnic origins to the United 
States presidency, the final barrier of prejudice is 
broken through when a Jewish president takes 
office.

9. Solar Energy: A way is found to power 
almost everything with solar energy. The only 
exception is the automobile, which continues to 
run on gasoline due to the political influence of 
oil companies and their discovery of oil on other 
planets.

8. Interactive Holovision: This device, which 
allows people to participate in 3-D movies in the 
comfort of their own homes, becomes the 
common household entertainment system. This 
form of entertainment is so addictive that the 12- 
step group Holoholics Anonymous becomes the 
largest organization in the history of humanity.

7. Shamanism: Native religions of America, 
Africa, and Australia emerge as widespread 
competitors to the religious traditions that were 
most common in the second millennium. This 
trend is immortalized in the popular song 
“Shaman to Watch Over Me.”

6. Organ Cloning: A relatively inexpensive 
and simple method of cloning human organs is



discovered. This is a boon not only to the healing arts but also to 
plastic surgeons. Movie stars and models become the wealthiest 
people in the world through royalties on their noses and other 
body parts.

5. Schools of Religion: Religious theater and variety shows 
become the most common form of regular worship. Many of the 
performers look like movie stars and models due to the common 
practice of organ cloning (see prediction No. 6). Most people 
worship at home, using interactive holovision (see prediction 
No. 8).

4. Molecular Transport: Scientists discover how to 
instantaneously transfer molecular information from one space- 
time coordinate to another. However, private transport of humans 
will be made illegal due to large numbers of people transporting 
themselves to avoid paying taxes.

3. Life on Other Planets: Intelligent beings on other planets will 
be discovered. Extraterrestrials will teach humanity how to live in 
peace, harmony, and abundance. However, humans will argue 
violently over which countries will control the extraterrestrials’ 
advice.

2. The End of War: International distribution of interactive 
holovision (see prediction No. 8) creates so many holoholics that 
no one cares about politics any more. Thus all wars are canceled 
due to lack of interest.

1. The World Does Not End: Despite widespread prediction and 
fear of cataclysmic destruction of the earth, nothing happens 
beyond the usual natural disasters, mechanical failures, and petty 
wars. Disappointed prophets of doom experience depression, 
providing a temporary boom for psychologists.

My “new millennium” wish for you, dear reader, is a 
millennium filled with the consciousness of God’s abundant 
goodness in your life. ■

Jim Gaither is an ordained Unity minister and chairperson of metaphysical studies and skills at 

Unity School for Religious Studies. He has a master’s degree in philosophy.
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The flying man soared



into the center of my imagination
and remained there.

I didn’t begin practicing the flying trapeze until two 
months before my sixty-second birthday.

But I always dreamed of flying.
One mythic day in a time before I was counting my years, 

my father took us to the circus. I would like to tell you that I 
remember the big top, the peanuts, the balloons, the parade of 
elephants, the lion tamer, and the pratfalling clowns—I know 
they must have been there, but the truth is, I retain only one 
memory from that day, a single image so vivid that it has cast 
all others into an obscure background. I can see it still—I am 
sitting slightly to the left of the center ring, at an angle where I 
am looking up through the net. My hands are sweating as I 
watch the trapeze artists warming up. Then a flyer swings out 
over the crowd, reaches the high point of his arc, releases the 
trapeze, and ... remains poised in midair. Logic tells me he 
must have been airborne for only a fragment of a second 
before he reached the hands of the catcher, but in my memory 
all action stopped and he was freeze-framed—a winged 
creature, a man in flight, free from the bondage of time and 
gravity.

The flying man soared into the center of my imagination 
and remained there.

The Passion Ignites

In 1993, on an October evening, I was sitting comfortably 
at home flipping through the television channels and I heard 
the local news anchor say, “Did you ever dream of running 
away with the circus? Well, now you don’t have to run away. 
Right after our commercial break we will take you on a visit to 
the first school where any more-or-less average person can 
learn the flying trapeze.” Immediately, he had my undivided 
attention. The five-minute segment that followed reported
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When passion no longer waters and 

nurtures the psyche, 

fears spring up like weeds.

that Stephan Gaudreau, a trapeze artist who had recently been 
performing at Circus-Circus in Reno, with the Flying Angels, 
had established a training program open to the public at the 
San Francisco School of Circus Arts.

The next Wednesday I went to the old gymnasium that 
housed the circus school to observe the beginners class and 
satisfy my curiosity. I was wearing a pair of tight Levis and a 
close-fitting shirt as 1 had no intention of participating. 
Stephan urged me to give it a try and assured me I would be in 
no danger; 1 would have a safety belt attached to lines the 
instructor held that would keep me from falling. From deep 
in the recesses of childhood, the flying man said, “Do it.”

That first class went on forever and passed instantly. Since 
there were only two students, we climbed again and again to 
the platform. After a half-dozen tries I managed to stretch my 
Levis enough to creak the rusty hinges of my stiff body into an 
awkward knee hang, arch my back, and reach toward the 
catcher’s trapeze. When the beginners class was finished, f 
stayed and watched the advanced class and saw much younger, 
but not impossibly talented, students doing tricks that seemed 
within my potential grasp.

That night after a hot bath and a couple of aspirin, 1 lay 
awake for a long time replaying the events of the evening in 
my mind. Every muscle in my upper body was sore. I knew 
about biceps and triceps but strange muscles in my back, 
shoulders, and stomach whose names 1 did not know were 
accusing me of abuse. I didn’t exactly ignore the pain, but my 
mind was occupied with fantasies about the next class.

My emerging passion was not unlike falling in love, a bit of 
ecstasy and a lot of foolishness. In what should have been idle 
moments 1 found myself tracing and retracing the 
configurations made by flying bodies as they move through 
the positions necessary to accomplish a layout or a plange.



When I tried to sleep, my mind turned tricks. In polite social 
gatherings I was apt to describe the intricacies of my latest 
move on the trapeze. I was all too happy to detail the over, the 
under, the in and out of it all to anyone who would listen. At 
first, casual acquaintances and friends alike were fascinated by 
my stories, but after a while, I noticed their eyes began to 
glaze, and when they finally escaped they no doubt shook 
their heads and muttered, “Strange passion!”

During the first months of my blossoming love affair I had 
to contend with all the “sensible” critical voices from within: 
“Don’t you think you are a little old for this? Trapeze artists 
usually begin training in their teens and retire by the time they 
are forty.”—“You’re dyslexic and can’t even learn the tango, so 
you certainly are never going to be any good at dancing in 
midair.”—“Grow up. Act your age. Devote your energies to 
something more socially useful. It’s time for you to be a 
mentor and give moral guidance to the young, not be playing 
around with a ridiculous fantasy.” All true, but somehow 
beside the point.

To begin with, in the degree that I cease to pursue my 
deepest passions, I will gradually be controlled by my deepest 
fears. When passion no longer waters and nurtures the 
psyche, fears spring up like weeds on the depleted soil of 
abandoned fields. 1 suspect that the major cause of the mood 
of depression and despair and the appetite for violence in 
modern life is the result of the masses of people who are 
enslaved by an economic order that rewards them for laboring 
at jobs that do not engage their passion for creativity and 
meaning. It is from the unlikely region of the psyche where 
fantasy is king, a realm still governed by the logic and desires 
of childhood, that renewal comes.

A Fear a Day Keeps the Doctor Away

The practice of trapeze provides me with a daily occasion 
to become a connoisseur of my fears, to see where they reside 
in my body and to separate the rational from the irrational. 
This discipline is similar to the science of fear—phobologia— 
the ancient Spartans used to train soldiers to be fearless in 
battle. Fear, the Spartans observed, accumulates in specific



sites in the body—in the muscles of the jaw, neck, and eyes, in 
the shoulder girdles, the lungs and heart, hands and knees, 
loins and back. Therefore, they reasoned, if the tensed 
muscles in these sites can be relaxed, the cycle of fear that 
leads to panic can be interrupted. To accomplish this, they 
developed a series of exercises that creates an exquisite 
awareness of the muscular holding patterns in various parts of 
the body that accompany fear. Once aware of the muscular 
tension, the master of phobologia can relax the mind and 
become fearless—aphobic—in the presence of danger.

When I stand on the pedestal poised to throw a trick, I 
pause and take an inventory of my body—eyes squinting, 
hands sweating, chest narrowing, knees trembling, stomach 
jittering, mind filling with catastrophic images. Then, I 
breathe deeply and invite my muscles to release their burden 
of fear. When I neither force myself to be fearless nor run 
away from the danger, an area of freedom opens up within 
which I discover new options. I cease to be a victim of my fear 
and I break the hypnotic cycle of dread, the vicious feedback 
loop, the self-fulfilling prophecy of failure that shrinks my 
world.

A fear a day keeps the psychiatrist away. Fear is an 
inevitable part of the human condition. Because we are all 
flying through time toward oblivion, we grasp and hold too 
tight, squeeze the life out of life. We conspire to avoid 
awareness of our primal fear, our anxiety about existence, by 
cultivating the illusion that we are exceptional, invulnerable, 
immortal, immune to the perils, sufferings, and tragedies that 
afflict lesser human beings. Our denial of death causes us to 
become deluded, grandiose, neurotic, disembodied, and 
unreal. Albert Camus once said that it was only after we 
accept the absurdity of the world that we can begin to write a 
manual of happiness. Paradoxically, when we invite our fears 
into the hearth of our awareness, they cease to be an 
undifferentiated mass of terrifying demons and become 
tolerable guests. Each day befriend a single fear and the 
miscellaneous terrors of being human will never join together 
to form such a morass of vague anxiety that it rules your life 
from the shadows of the unconscious. We learn to fly not by



becoming fearless, but by the daily practice 
of courage. T h e PRACTICE

Thou Shalt Not Compare 
Thyself to Others

In my effort to create something of beauty 
on the trapeze I am sidetracked by comparing 
myself to others. Sometimes in the evening I 
watch videos of the great trapeze artists, 
scratchy films of the great flyers of the 1950s 
such as Tony Steele, Fay Alexander, or Reggie 
Armor, or film clips of contemporary troupes 
such as the Flying Gaonas or the Flying Vargas.
Usually, I am filled with admiration for the skill 
and daring of the great trapeze artists and my 
more accomplished fellow flyers. But occasionally, some vile 
alchemy takes place in my ego and I begin to compare their 
consummate skill with my own awkward efforts and a dark 
mood overtakes me. I begin to envy rather than celebrate 
their achievement and to despair of my own.

I have learned from painful experience that comparisons 
are odious. Hours or days after I have judged myself as 
inferior, the current in my ego will reverse itself and I will 
begin to judge myself superior. I may not swing like Cadona, 
but I am a lot better than that overweight klutz Max who is 
younger than I am and has been practicing for years longer.

This cycle of comparison and judgment is Alice in 
Wonderland—“one pill makes you larger, one pill makes you 
small.” It is being caught between two funhouse mirrors, one 
that makes you a giant and the other a midget. My ego keeps 
a trick ruler that I use to measure myself and others. One side 
shrinks inches to half-inches, the other stretches inches to two 
inches. Depending on whether I am in the mode of inferiority 
or of superiority, I turn the ruler to the stretch side, measure 
you, and find you are only three feet instead of six feet, or 
reverse the ruler when measuring myself so I am twelve feet 
instead of six.

This oscillation between feelings of inferiority and 
superiority, impotence and omnipotence (what the

OF TRAPEZE

CONSTANTLY 

REMINDS ME OF 

THE FOLLY OF 

COMPARISON 

AND JUDGMENT.



For a brief moment, a simple back-end 
uprise becomes a prayer in motion.

psychoanalyst Karen Homey called the neurotic cycle), is such 
an accepted part of our culture of competition that it seems 
normal. We think sports and our economic system, which 
separate the winners from the losers, are a natural social 
extension of the evolutionary principle of survival of the fittest.

The practice of trapeze constantly reminds me of the folly 
of comparison and judgment. The moment I begin to 
evaluate myself in relationship to others, it really doesn’t 
matter whether I judge myself inferior or superior. The up- 
down, superiority-inferiority, sadomasochistic mind game 
exiles me from my deepest experience of my own uniqueness.

I have to make a continual effort to excise the notions of 
competition, rank, and hierarchy from my thinking. They 
have no place within the silent dialogue with my self that I call 
my “spirit,” for lack of a better word. The “still, small voice” 
of God never calls on me to be like another man. It appeals to 
me to rise to my full stature and fulfill the promise that sleeps 
within my being. In the long process of becoming the best 
possible Sam Keen, I constantly need to bring alertness, 
discernment, and discrimination to bear on the complexity of 
my experience. I need to be keenly aware of my takeoff, the 
rhythm of my swing, my timing, my dance with the catcher.
In growing into the fullness of my promise, I need feedback. I 
do not need judgment. The Eleventh Commandment is:
Thou shalt not compare thyself to others.

Prayer in Motion

On those days when my emotional life is in turmoil and I 
feel graceless, inept, and impotent, I sometimes climb to the 
pedestal, swing out over the chaos of the world, and make one 
flawless move. For a brief moment, a simple back-end uprise 
becomes a prayer in motion. My small gesture of mastery 
establishes a beachhead from which I launch an expedition to 
free myself from the dominion of incompetence, fear, panic,



and worthlessness. With the feeling of the graceful uprise 
imprinted in my mind and body, I drop to the net and go 
about my business with the hope that the power in my gesture 
will invade and transform the dis-easy regions of my spirit. 
And sometimes it does.

The joy I feel in these moments of creating tells me that I 
am in the neighborhood of the sacred—the point where time 
and eternity meet. On those rare occasions when I get it 
exactly right I find myself thinking about Plato’s idea of the 
pure, timeless forms or archetypes. When the trick clicks and 
the timing is perfect, for just a moment, I actualize the 
essential form—The Uprise—and it feels both right and 
perfect. For one fleeting moment, my small but elegant 
gesture partakes of the beauty of timeless perfection. ■
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Independent, proud, and claiming Zf 
her own personal power, Joanne

Blum didn’t count on having her 

whole view of power and hum anr jgf 
weakness transformed by

Woman 
on the Train



When I was a young woman, I took a train trip across the 
country, from Ohio to California. The journey was 
memorable, not only for its varied scenery, but also for my 
interesting fellow travelers. One among them has stayed in 
memory now for more than twenty years, and I doubt I will 
ever forget her. I remember her only as “the woman on the 
train.”

Spontaneous, Joyful Compassion

The other passengers and I became aware of her presence 
in the ancient, cavernous train station in Kansas City, where 
we had a three-hour delay in the wee hours of the morning. 
Suddenly there she was among us, a frail-looking, elderly 
woman wandering aimlessly from ticket counter to platform 
to baggage rack. She roamed the great hall asking questions, 
“Have you seen my husband?” “Where is the lost-and-found 
department, please?” “What time is the train to New York 
City?”

Gradually, people in the station became concerned. A 
station attendant approached and asked her what her 
destination was. She said she didn’t know. He asked her 
where she’d gotten on the train. She didn’t know. He asked 
her name. Again, she didn’t know. The attendant, and the 
other passengers standing around listening, came to 
understand that the woman had some kind of memory
disabling illness, possibly Alzheimer’s, and that we would have 
to discover how to help her by means other than her memory.

Over the next half hour, a small army of people emerged to 
help. The station attendant asked one female passenger to sit 
with the woman and to see if they could look through her 
purse for her ticket and other identification. Gently and 
respectfully, they looked through the purse together, the 
elderly woman herself being as interested in its contents as the 
two strangers were. Finally, the telephone number of a relative 
was located, a phone call placed, and the mystery of her 
presence there solved. A daughter had put her 
on the train in Chicago, on her way to visit 
another child, a son, in Los Angeles. Perhaps 
they didn’t know about the layover in Kansas

By JOANNE 
B L U M , Ph D



City, or perhaps they underestimated the extent to which the 
cross-country trip would disorient their mother. At any rate, 
we knew what we needed to know—that she was heading to 
California like the rest of us, and that we would need to keep 
an eye on her for the duration of the trip.

Over the rest of that long early-morning layover, a number 
of passengers and Amtrak employees came to the woman’s 
aid. One passenger took her to get a cup of coffee. Another 
escorted her to the restroom. A touching moment occurred 
when, on the way to the restroom, the woman innocently 
asked a passing station employee to take care of her purse 
while she was gone. “1 don’t think that would be a good idea,” 
the man said kindly. “Why don’t you take that right along 
with you?”

Doing my small part in the overall effort, 1 sat with the 
woman for the remaining two hours until departure time. 
Though her memory of recent events was poor, she could 
recall earlier times of her life in great detail. She talked 
animatedly of her first job as a secretary in Cincinnati, of the 
excitement of her career life, and of the dynamic businessman 
whom she assisted. She spoke lovingly of her husband, the 
handsome 25-year-old she married so long ago, and of their

{



I suffered from an illusion that I think many people 
share— the illusion that any of us have power.

first home together. I listened to her stories with interest until 
our train left the station, at which point someone else stepped 
in to keep a watchful eye on her until our arrival in Los 
Angeles.

Facing My Illusion

So now, many years later, it’s hard to describe the strong 
feelings the woman on the train produced in me. Chief 
among them was a kind of horror. At that time, I was in my 
first year of graduate school—independent, proud, analytical. 
Independence, in fact, pretty much topped my list of personal 
values—not to be dependent on anyone, to claim my own 
power in the world, to be true to myself, and to do the work I 
was born to do. This was my understanding of independence 
and of personal power. With such ideals, what was I to make 
of this tiny, elderly woman, seemingly adrift in the world and 
dependent upon everyone? I saw what I was able to see: 
a fearful figure of abandonment and weakness, a cautionary 
tale, a warning about the dangers of becoming powerless in a 
fast and careless world.

Like gazing at old photographs in which our previous 
selves are almost indistinguishable, what I thought then I can 
only guess. Now, after a gap of many years, the woman on the 
train has taught me something else. It has come through my 
own feelings of powerlessness and wandering, for what 
human has not had such feelings? What did I think I meant in 
those days when I thought of power and powerlessness—of 
independence and dependence?

I suffered from an illusion that I think many people 
share—the illusion that any of us have power, independence, 
freedom, or any other good thing apart from God. We do not 
control anything, have power over anything, or create 
anything. If we think we do, then, we are believing in a



Whatever we need will be 
provided to meet the 
needs of the day.

falsehood, one 
that we may be 
sure is blocking 
our vision of the 
truth. Gradually, 
as we do our inner 
work, practice our 
spiritual 
disciplines, and 

grow in our awareness of God’s presence within us, we 
unlearn this ego-illusion of power. Like smog around our 
heads, it clouds our consciousness until we come to see the 
truth that we have no power at all, that God is the only source 
of power, and that it is our dependence upon this ever-present 
power from which we draw our greatest freedom and strength.

Since I was caught up in my illusions about power and 
powerlessness, it’s no wonder I didn’t see the truth about the 
woman on the train. While in the past all I saw was 
powerlessness and abandonment, in truth, the woman was 
receiving help from every direction! She was enfolded with 
assistance from fellow passengers, Amtrak employees, and 
seeming strangers all around. Her need was presented to the 
universe, and the universe responded, lavishly! Hardly lost 
and abandoned, she had guides on every side, kindly and ably 
directing her course.

This was no portrait of powerlessness! If power is having 
access to great energy and strength, of being able to tap into 
and rely upon a wellspring of unfailing guidance and support, 
then surely this woman had power, not by any exertion of 
personality or will, not by manipulation or excessive effort.
By simply being who she was, a child of God, open to the 
influence of God and relying upon its grace for her needs, she 
opened the way for God’s power to flow through her.

Where Can I Flee From Your Presence?

When I think of the helping community that rallied 
spontaneously to her support, and the spirit of joyful 
compassion we shared, I am reminded of how natural a 
phenomenon it is for such willing helpers to appear in our



lives. Angels, guides, and messengers in our very midst— 
surely we have all felt their influence. Surely we have all 
played our own small angelic parts from time to time.

And then I wonder even more about what true power is 
and how it comes. Who had power in this situation and who 
did not? How is genuine power expressed? The answer is 
simple. God is the power, the one power that dwells within 
each of us. God is the power that expresses as all of us, helper 
and helped, giver and receiver, linking us in a great chain of 
being powerful beyond our imagining. God is the power that 
enables us to be channels of love for everyone in our midst.

I am grateful to the woman on the train for her reminder 
that we can trust God to guide and protect us—that there is 
nowhere we can go and nothing we can experience which can 
ever separate us from the grace of God.

Do I believe that people always rush to embody that grace 
in the kind of supportive experience had by the woman on the 
train? Unfortunately, we still have far to travel on our spiritual 
path toward compassionate service to others. But let us be 
reminded that the pathways for God’s grace are infinite. To 
know this is to invite help into our lives from channels we 
least expect, no matter what our circumstances. Surely this is 
the grace the Psalmist marveled over when he wrote:

“Where can I go from your spirit? Or where can I flee 
from your presence? If I ascend to heaven, you are there; if I 
make my bed in Sheol, you are there. If I take the wings of the 
morning and settle at the farthest limits of the sea, even there 
your hand shall lead me, and your right hand shall hold me 
fast” (Ps. 139:7-10).

The Bible tells us again and again of the far-reaching 
power of God’s grace. Isn’t this the lesson of the children of 
Israel wandering in the wilderness? They were often aimless 
and confused, often defiant of taking direction, and yet God’s 
guidance was ever present for them. So it is for us. Wherever 
we roam, whatever dangers beset us, we can rely upon God. 
Manna will fall from the heavens. Seas will open. Paths will 
stretch out ahead, unmistakably clear and walkable. Whatever 
we need will be provided to meet the needs of the day. Jesus 
told His followers to trust God’s supply, and not to worry
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about what they would eat or drink or wear: “Look at the 
birds of the air; they neither sow nor reap nor gather into 
barns, and yet your heavenly Father feeds them” (Mt. 6:26).

If I am ever as dependent upon others as the woman on 
the train, for whatever reason, I hope I will remember her 
lessons—that I am never lost or abandoned, and never 
without support; that it is God who supports me, through 
whatever channel it comes; that I am entitled to this support, 
as we all are, by divine inheritance; that I am loved by an 
everlasting God; and that all is well. ■



pray with_________
Silent Unity

As we enter a new millennium, we cross a 
threshold in time. What a perfect opportunity 
to join our hearts with many praying friends 
around the globe and to open our ears, our eyes, 
and our minds anew to the presence of God!

I open my mind and heart to Your 
inspiration, dear God.

In the quiet of prayer, I answer Your call 
to experience the wholeness of life.

During these sacred moments of prayer, let 
us breathe deeply and relax ...

As I open my heart to You, dear God, and to 
Your peace-giving love, I let my thoughts of You 
sweep away old fears or doubts. Any feeling of 
unforgiveness or negativity dissolves as I let Your 
soothing love wash over me. I feel only love and 
peace.

You are the key that sets me free to 
experience life to its fullest. My mind is open to 
Your soothing peace, and I am calm.

Your calming peace gently calls to me, 
enfolds me, radiates through me, and I answer 
Your loving call as I rest now in the silence ...

I open my ears, God, to Your sweet voice. As 
You call me to You in these quiet moments, 1 
turn to You with a listening heart, and the more 
I listen, the clearer Your guidance becomes.

I feel Your guiding presence. I trust Your 
loving wisdom to inspire me, and I feel it rising

Silent Unity 
shines as the 
symbol of the 
light of God 
within you 
and of the 
connection we 
share in prayer. 
Join us now for 
a quiet moment 
of prayer and 
reflection.



up from my innermost self, showing me what is best.
With You as my counselor and guide, I am able to make 

decisions that are helpful and wise. Silently now, I wait for You, for 
Your silent voice, for answers ...

With Your gentle voice as my guide, I open myself to Your 
healing love. I know that every fiber of my being is alive with Your 
revitalizing energy.

You are the life and strength within the organs and tissues of my 
body temple. In this awareness, I picture each atom and cell 
working together in life-enhancing harmony.

These quiet moments keep me aware of You as energy and 
strength. With a renewed sense of faith in Your healing love, I 
answer Your call to wholeness, to complete well-being, as I still my 
thoughts now ...

I open my eyes to You, dear God. I see You in the beauty and 
glory of this wonderful world You have created. I feel Your call to 
experience Your bountiful gifts, and I wonder at the extent of Your 
abundance. There is so much of You to enjoy, so much to treasure.

Each time I see a bird in flight or hear the voice of a loved one, I 
am grateful for Your loving provision. These expressions of Your 
love assure me that my needs will be fulfilled. I know that I am 
loved and cared for in every way.

With Your prospering ideas to inspire me, my life opens to 
opportunities to experience Your abundance and the unlimited 
possibilities before me. I feast my spiritual eyes on the richness of 
Your bounty, and I look forward to all that life holds for me in 
silent oneness with You.

My heart is filled with reverence as I answer God’s call to 
experience new blessings each day. I anticipate receiving new 
blessings, and I freely express God’s love in everything I think, say, 
and do. ■

For prayer help, call Silent Unity: (816) 969-2000. We invite you to attend our prayer service at 

11 a.m. (Central time) Monday through Thursday, in the Silent Unity Chapel.



iv e  always wondered Thomas Shepherd

A b o u t...

Dear Tom: My life is a mess. My marriage is 
loveless. My children don’t listen to me. I ’m 
overweight and can’t make my money stretch to the 
end of the month. Unity refers to itself as 
“practical” Christianity. What is there in Unity to 
help somebody like me?—PW, Seattle, 
Washington

Dear PW: Start by taking a deep breath and 
saying out loud, I am the perfect child of God, 
filled with wisdom, peace and light. Say it, no 
matter how foolish you feel. Don’t believe it? Of 
course you don’t believe it! Nobody believes it.
At least, not at first. That’s why we repeat 
affirmations again and again. We need to 
redirect a lifetime of thinking—shock ourselves 
out of our spiritual lethargy—with positive 
thoughts to replace all the junk we’ve been taught 
about how worthless we are.

Next, since you are God’s child, quietly seek 
God’s presence each day. The truth is that there 
is only One Presence and One Power in your life, 
and when there are problems you can’t handle, 
God can handle them. In fact, take time to 
actually see God working to transform your life.

Next, find a quiet place each day to affirm 
your prosperity, to say aloud what a wonderful, 
joy-filled, prosperous person you are. And don’t 
stop with yourself. Affirm good things about the 
people in your world who are driving you 
crazy—your husband, your children, your

Here is an 
opportunity to 
ask questions 
and receive 
answers about 
issues of 
interest in your 
spiritual search.



creditors, anybody! See them surrounded by God’s light, love, and 
peace and showered by an endless flow of abundance.

Will this make your marriage a Hollywood romance movie?
Will it put a million dollars in your bank account or get your kids 
accepted into Harvard? It could ... but what matters is that it will 
definitely have a positive effect in your life, affairs, and 
relationships. I guarantee it. Affirm the good, and you will see more 
good outpictured in your life. Will this solve all your problems? 
Probably not overnight, but you know how many steps it takes to 
begin a journey of one thousand miles, don’t you? Write me back 
and let me know what happens!

Dear Tom: I heard you say in a sermon when you visited our church 
that you believed there was life on other worlds and that Christianity 
needs to be ready to face a new self-awareness when the first contact 
with nonhuman intelligent beings occurs. What kinds of things do 
you imagine will challenge Christians? Do you believe in flying 
saucers?—WT, Charlotte, North Carolina

Dear WT: Charlotte is a great Unity city! I loved visiting with your 
congregation. I don’t believe the UFO phenomenon is real, if that’s 
what you’re asking. If we’ve been discovered by aliens with space- 
flight capability—which I doubt, considering the size of the 
cosmos—there’s really no hard evidence.

However, 1 do believe intelligent life exists in abundance in the 
cosmos, and it’s only a matter of time before contact is established. 
And, yes, that contact will be traumatic for some old-style religious 
beliefs. (For example, what happens to Jesus’ status as the only 
begotten “Son” of God, the second element in the Trinity, when we 
discover that there are similar divine figures in a universe teeming 
with sentient creatures?)

More important, will we be able to greet nonhumans with 
respect instead of xenophobia? Will we conquer our fears and urges 
toward violence? Will we see the Divine within every sentient being 
whom we encounter, regardless of the form he/she/it takes? Unity 
and the metaphysical churches can readily say, “Yes, of course!” But



some of our brothers and sisters in the more traditional churches 
will have serious problems when they realize that God really doesn’t 
live up there beyond the skies, but dwells inside the consciousness 
of every creature capable of communing with the Divine.

Dear Tom: I am reading Baird Spalding’s Life and Teaching of the 
Masters of the Far East and am struck by the similarity of the message 
to that of Religious Science. Do you know if Spalding and Ernest 
Holmes knew each other? Both lived in Los Angeles during the same 
time; both quote Emerson and use much of the same terminology.— 
SG, Aptos, California

Dear SG: Ooops! I don’t know Baird Spalding’s work well enough 
to comment—maybe some of our readers will know and write to 
educate me! It wouldn’t surprise me if both men drew from the 
same sources. Lots of Truth teachers from that generation 
communicated and even attended classes together. The Fillmores 
vacationed with Divine Science founder Nona Brooks, and they all 
knew Mary Baker Eddy. Most of the formative figures in twentieth- 
century metaphysical Christianity studied under Emma Curtis 
Hopkins of Chicago, including not just the Fillmores, Nona Brooks 
and Mrs. Eddy, but many others as well. And Ralph Waldo 
Emerson, as Marcus Bach pointed out, can arguably be called the 
true “father” of New Thought. Emerson is quoted by more Unity 
authors than any other nonbiblical writer, with the possible 
exception of Shakespeare. For a better discussion of this time 
period, take a look at Chapters 9 and 10 of my book Friends in High 
Places (Unity Books). ■

Submit questions to: I've Always Wondered About
Unity Magazine, 1901 NW Blue Parkway 
Unity Village. MO 64065-0001

Thomas Shepherd is an ordained Unity minister and author of the Unity book Friends in High 

Places. He also has ministerial standing with the Congregationalist and Unitarian-Universalist 

Churches. He holds a master of divinity degree from Lancaster Theological Seminary.



Janet K. McNamara it seems
To

One of my favorite Bible verses is this: 
“Where there is no vision, the people perish” 
(Prov. 29:18 KJV). Why? Because it makes us 
responsible for setting a goal or dreaming a 
dream—setting our sights on possibility. There 

is no better time than now for each of us to become a visionary, 
explorer, or pioneer in a world of possibilities. Because that is what 
the start of a new year, a new century, and a new millennium gives 
us a chance to do—bring forth new life in a world filled with 
endless opportunities for growth and change.

You might say that this sounds like grand idealism. But I say, 
“What better place to start then with grand plans and grand 
ideals?” Only then can we see and experience the promise that Life 
has to offer us.

So, please join us this year as we embark on an adventure into 
expectancy, optimism, acceptance, and wholeness. I promise you 
that the pages of Unity Magazine will support and uplift you as we 
journey together into the next millennium.

As we begin this journey, I begin a new adventure, as well. After 
more than eleven years of passionately editing, creating, and 
nurturing behind the scenes of Unity Magazine, I get to join the fun 
within the magazine via this column. It will have a life of its own, 
so I hope you enjoy the birth and growth of our new addition.

Continue the adventure with us next month as we explore the 
interconnectedness of all life. We are in relationship to someone or 
something on our planet every hour of every day. How can we 
create whole and healthy relationships? Any guesses?

Blessings for a new year full with promise. ■

Janet K. McNamara is an ordained Unity minister. She has been a member of the Unity Magazine 

staff for more than eleven years. Janet earned a bachelor of journalism degree from the University 

of Missouri at Columbia. She lives in Lee's Summit, Missouri, with her husband and two sons.
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This appealing, gently inspirational story empowers 
preteens and early teens in positive ways. It gives 
them a spiritual perspective and practical advice on 
how to grow from life's problems and how to take 
responsibility for the circumstances of their lives.

Marni s Mirror
by Cheryl Silva

$8.95, softcover, 115 pp. 
ISBN 0-87159-230-4, #59

Please use the convenient 
order form on page 79.
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Life has becom e very d iff ic u lt fo r 1 2 -y e a r-o ld  M a rn i. No one

seems to care about or understand her feelings, until she meets 

Inram, a mysterious boy who shows her that the world can be a 

pretty cool place when you learn to trust yourself. Under Inram's 

guidance, Marni learns how her thoughts, feelings, words, and 

actions cause happiness or unhappiness. Inram takes her on 

many adventures as she discovers how to use positive thoughts 

and emotions to improve her sense of self-w orth  and get her life 
back on track. y
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Our Newest Edition! 
DAILY WORD for Families 

$17.95, hardcover, 384 pp.
ISBN 1-57954-013-9, #104

DAILY WORD for Women
365 DAYS OF LOVE, 

INSPIRATION, AND GUIDANCE

$17.95, hardcover, 375 pp.
ISBN 1-57954-014-7, #61

DAILY WORD 2000 Calendar
366  MESSAGES OF LOVE, 

INSPIRATION, AND GUIDANCE

$9.99, box calendar, 366 pp.
ISBN 1-55811-758-X, #35

D a il y  
W o r d

FA M IL IE S '
Lin king  M y  H eart  
w it h  T hose  I  love

Written and edited by Colleen Zuck, 
r Janie Wright, and Elaine Meyer

DAILY WORD Prayer Journal 
Hardcover: $12 .95 ,192 pp.
ISBN 1-57954-008-2, #20 

Softcover: $10 .95 ,192 pp.
ISBN 0-425-16858-1, #97

DAILY WORD
LOVE, INSPIRATION,

AND GUIDANCE FOR EVERYONE

Hardcover: $17.95
374 pp., ISBN 0-87596-442-7, #84 

Softcover: $12 
374 pp., ISBN 0-425-16525-6, #3 

Audiobook: $16.95
Two cassettes, read by Michael York 

ISBN 1-55927-438-7, #7444

the convenient order form on page 79
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